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Land Acknowledgements

Why do we acknowledge the land?
We acknowledge the land to express gratitude to those who reside here, and to
honor the Indigenous people who have lived and worked on this land historically
and presently. Through this acknowledgement, we broaden our understanding of
the long-standing, rich history of the land, and our privileged role in residing here.

Munk School of Global Affairs and Public Policy
We wish to acknowledge this land on which the University of Toronto operates. For
thousands of years it has been the traditional land of the Huron-Wendat, the
Seneca, and most recently, the Mississaugas of the Credit River. Today, this
meeting place is still the home to many Indigenous people from across Turtle Island
and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land.

Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy
We acknowledge that the University of Michigan, named for Michigami, the world’s
largest freshwater system and located in the Huron River watershed, was formed
and has grown through connections with the land stewarded by Niswi Ishkodewan
Anishinaabeg: The Three Fires People who are Ojibwe, Odawa, and Potawatomi
along with their neighbors the Seneca,
Delaware, Shawnee and Wyandot nations.

Support Acknowledgement

The majority of the Ford+Munk board members do not identify as Indigenous, and
we relied heavily on the writing of Indigenous activists in the United States and
Canada to compile the information in this case book and educate ourselves about
the issue. In addition, we had invaluable input from a number of Indigenous
professors and staff at each of our universities, including Dr. Brenda Wastasecoot
(UT), Professor Kyle Whyte (UM), Professor Matthew Fletcher (UM), and Mr. John
Croutch (UT).

We are also grateful for our panelists and judges taking the time out of their
schedules to help make this conference happen and help the board and
participants learn.

Acknowledgements
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Executive Committee

About Ford+Munk
Held each year, the Ford+Munk Conference brings together graduate students
at the Munk School of Global Affairs and Public Policy and the Gerald R. Ford
School of Public Policy to participate in three days of collaborative learning
and analysis of policy issues that impact both sides of the border. 

This weekend, you will have the unique opportunity to cultivate an
understanding of cross-border policy collaboration and implementation,
develop problem-solving skills, and gain experience in presenting new ideas
to policy professionals. 
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Ford+Munk is an opportunity for students to learn and grow through the
knowledge and experience of others. Student and faculty participants come from
around the world and from many walks of life. One of the primary aims of the
Ford+Munk Public Policy Conference is to promote a safe environment where
everyone feels affirmed and supported to be themselves. Only when people feel
safe and supported will they be able to participate in the marketplace of ideas and
to have the conversations that are vital for improving our communities.

Let us strive for greater inclusivity than ever before and set an example for all who
work to benefit our communities through public policy. Please respect that the
experiences, realities, or perspectives of others may differ from your own. Practice
active listening, refrain from making assumptions, leave room for multiple
narratives and solutions, and most importantly, approach this weekend with an
open mind.

Language, Pronouns, and Terms
We request that participants avoid derogatory language and respect other
participants' preferred gender pronouns. Inclusivity is an integral part of the
conference experience. All participants should feel safe in contributing to
discussion and while participating in activities.

Zoom Use
Speakers, judges, and participants alike have graciously given their time to be a
part of this year's virtual Ford+Munk Conference. Please respect these folks by
having your camera on when possible and muting yourself while you are not
actively sharing-out. Please contact the Ford+Munk Planning Team through Slack if
you experience technical issues with Zoom. We'll do our best to ensure that
everyone is able to access the various virtual spaces we've created during the
conference. Last, we'd love to see your pets–please feel free to invite them to join
you while at the conference.

Etiquette for Inclusion
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This year’s case conference and case book will discuss historical and current events
that may be disturbing or traumatizing to some students. If at any time, you need to
remove yourself from the event, please do so and return when you are ready. We
ask that you communicate this with team members and that team members respect
one another’s boundaries and needs.

Munk Students
If you need mental health support, please utilize the U of T My Student Support
Program 24/7 by calling 1-800-451-9700.
Additional resources can be found here.

Ford Students
If you need mental health support, please utilize the CAPS After Hours Urgent
Support service 24/7 by calling 734-764-8312 (press 0).
Additional resources can be found here.

Content & Trigger Warning
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Conference Schedule
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S U N D A Y ,  M A R C H  1 3

10:00-10:25 AM 

Team 1 Presentation 

10:30-10:55 AM 

Team 2 Presentation 

11:00-11:25 AM 

Team 3 Presentation 

S A T U R D A Y ,  M A R C H  1 2

5:00 PM EST

Slide decks due in PDF to fordmunk@outlook.com

11:25 AM-12:00 PM 

Lunch Break 

12:00-12:25 PM 

Team 4 Presentation

12:30-12:55 PM 

Team 5 Presentation

1:00-1:25 PM 

Team 6 Presentation

2:30-2:50 PM 

Announcement of Winning Team & Closing Ceremony

https://munkschool-utoronto-
ca.zoom.us/j/96979908362?
pwd=Zk1xY05FMElJclNJM09
wT1FkaE5adz09

Meeting ID: 969 7990 8362
Passcode: 139258

*PLEASE LOG IN 10
MINUTES BEFORE YOUR
SCHEDULED START TIME * 

SUNDAY ZOOM LINK

https://munkschool-utoronto-ca.zoom.us/j/96979908362?pwd=Zk1xY05FMElJclNJM09wT1FkaE5adz09


Speakers

Jennifer Brant (she/her) belongs to the Kanien’kehá:ka (Mohawk Nation) with
family ties to Six Nations of the Grand River Territory and Tyendinaga
Mohawk Territory. Jennifer is currently an Assistant Professor at the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education, University of Toronto. Her research interests
include: Indigenous literatures; Indigenous Maternal Pedagogies and
Methodologies; and Ethical Spaces for Liberatory Praxis. Jennifer’s
scholarship positions Indigenous literatures as educational tools to foster
sociopolitical action and calls for immediate responses to racialized,
sexualized, and gender-based violences. Jennifer is the co-editor of "Forever
Loved: Exposing the Hidden Crisis of Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women and Girls in Canada" and is currently working on the second edition.
Jennifer writes to call for an immediate and effective response to racialized
and sexualized violence. Her latest piece on racialized, sexualized, and
gender-based violences can be found in Global Femicide: Indigenous Women
and Girls Torn from our Midst University of Regina Press. 

Cora McGuire-Cyrette is a proud member of the Bingwi Neyaashi
Anishinaabek (Sand Point First Nation). Cora joined the Ontario Native
Women’s Association (ONWA) in 2006, serving as Executive Director since
2015, tripling programs, increasing the association’s employment 400% and
increasing services to over 30,000 people across the province during the
pandemic. Cora was involved in the development of the Ontario Anti-Human
Trafficking Strategy, the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls and currently serves as Chair of the Ontario
Aboriginal Housing Services and Co-Chair of the Indigenous Women's
Advisory Council of Ontario.  In 2020, she was recognized by Ontario’s
Legislature for ONWA’s work on human trafficking. In 2021, Cora was the
Women’s Executive Network (WXN) Canada’s Most Powerful Women Top
100, Mercedes-Benz Emerging Leader recipient. Her international work
includes participation in the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues and
the Gender Equality Forum. Cora holds a BA in Indigenous Learning and
Sociology from Lakehead University and an MMBA from York University,
Schulich School of Business. 
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Judges
                                            is the Assistant Deputy Minister, Strategic Policy Planning at the 
Ontario Ministry of Indigenous Affairs.  Formerly as Director of Community Safety and
Intergovernmental Policy for the Ontario Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional
Services, Rebecca identified proactive approaches to improving community safety, looking
beyond policing practices to ways of building community engagement. At the Ministry of
Transportation, Rebecca helped create a more integrated network across the GTHA to
underserved parts of the city. In addition, Rebecca has worked on provincial labour
market, natural resource, and health system policy development with a focus on
improving broader community well-being. Rebecca enjoys connecting with her community
by Toronto’s waterfront and appreciates the wealth of events and attractions in her
neighbourhood.

                                    is from Red Pheasant Cree Nation in Saskatchewan. He is a
dedicated community organizer and educator. A veteran of the Canadian Armed Forces
for 25 years where he served as a company commander in the 5th Field Ambulance.
Currently he serves with the Royal Winnipeg Rifles. He recently helped create the new
Yellowquill University College, the only Indigenous post-secondary institution in Manitoba.
He has a PhD and two master’s degrees from Laval University in Quebec City and he was
only the second Indigenous person to graduate from Laval in 350 years with a PhD. He is
a former Member of Parliament where, incredibly, he obtained unanimous consent to
change the Standing Orders of the House of Commons for the full inclusion and
interpretation of Indigenous languages. He was the Chair of the Indigenous caucus, where
he helped lead change in Child and Family Services & languages legislation. He also
helped lead the transformation of the institution of government to advance reconciliation.
Most importantly, he enjoys spending time running, politics, and canoeing with his family,
all while playing their musical instruments.

                       is an associate professor of public policy at the Gerald R. Ford School of
Public Policy and director of the Lieberthal-Rogel Center for Chinese Studies, both at the
University of Michigan. Since 2016, she has also been responsible for course scheduling,
staffing, and enrolment as the Ford School’s course manager. She also leads the graduate
global experience course on current Chinese policy and teaches both graduate and
undergraduate policy seminars on immigration and on voting. Dr. Lin received her PhD in
political science from the University of Chicago in 1994 and was the 1992-93 Robert W.
Hartley Fellow in Governmental Studies at The Brookings Institution in Washington, D.C.
Prior to receiving her PhD, Dr. Lin was a social worker at Covenant House in New York
City, and a member of the Covenant House Faith Community. In 1991, she worked as a
consultant to the ACLU on Freeman v. Pitts, a landmark desegregation case from DeKalb
County, Georgia.

                       is a postdoctoral fellow at the Ford School teaching courses on international
development and public management. Her research interests are in foreign aid,
international development, public participation and public contracting. Current work
focuses on how government contracts influence participatory development approaches
that seek to engage project beneficiaries in decision-making about aid activities. She uses
qualitative and mixed methods approaches in her research, including fieldwork in
developing countries. Prior to starting her PhD, Amy worked as a project manager
in foreign aid implementation. Amy received her PhD from the University of
Washington’s Evans School of Public Policy and Governance in 2020, where
she also received an MS. She has an MA from the Monterey Institute of Inter-
national Studies and a BA from Middlebury College.
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Teams

Team 1 
Ertiana Rrokaj
Alexandra Perez-Garcia
Gage Garretson
Laura Sayour 

Team 2 
Aisha O'Gilvie 
Ryan Swick 
Karley Thurston
Maheen Zahid
Ariel Freed 

Team 3
Sophia Stavropoulos
Yasin Shafi 
James Hiebert
Alexia Carrillo Villalobos
Christian Neubacher 

Team 4
Chelsea Gaylord
Rebecca Mendelsohn
Shumeng Zhang
Sean-Michael Steele

Team 5 
Amy Weber
Huda Bashir
Michael Kalaparambath
Max Shpilband
Jacob O'Connor

Team 6
Anna Hardie
Kielan Rathjen
Mandy Mitchell 
Tia Caldwell 
Yilai Wang
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Across the world, colonialist systems have and continue to perpetuate violence
against Indigenous people and communities. Systemic disenfranchisement of
Indigenous people’s individual and collective rights, and discrimination have
created systems, policies, and laws that harm Indigenous people. Indigenous
women, girls, and two-spirit (2S) LGBTQIA+ people are disproportionately
impacted by racialized violence in the US and Canada. Colonialist policies have and
continue to create socioeconomic disparities and force Indigenous women, girls
and 2SLGBTQIA+ people into dangerous situations. Further, jurisdictional
challenges and discrimination have inhibited the full investigation and coverage of
cases of missing and murdered Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQIA+ people. 

The Ontario Ministry of Indigenous Affairs and the Office of the Governor of
Michigan are seeking solutions viable in both regions that address one or more
aspects of the issue. 

The Canadian and US governments have come together through the International
Workgroup of Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA). Both parties are seeking
recommendations for a strategy to fulfill the requirements of the mandate letter.

Case Introduction
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Case Competition - What to Expect
 

It is important that you read the information contained in this guidebook in
order to be prepared for the limited time allotted on Saturday to develop your
presentation. Each group will have 15 minutes to present their policy
recommendations to the Regional Office on Sunday, with 10 minutes for
questions from the judges. Presentations will be judged on the clarity of ideas
and thoroughness of policy planning. There is a premium on creativity while
remaining financially feasible. Further, solutions should aim to be collaborative.
Given the historic and continued exclusion of Indigenous peoples voices in the
policy development space, solutions should not be paternalistic nor exclude
Indigenous peoples voices.



Promote, protect, and defend Indigenous peoples’ rights
Promote intersectoral approaches for Indigenous peoples’ rights
Prioritize Indigenous peoples’ representation and leadership in all relevant
policies

Allow the US and Canada to address one or more of the root causes of violence
against Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQIA+ people and promote the
safety and well-being of survivors and their family members in the future;
Discuss specific policy tools to tackle these challenges, as well as your
proposed timeline for implementation;
Address financial feasibility for your initiatives and demonstrate possible
funding models as required;
Develop a framework to identify and mitigate potential risks to your policies;
Explain how success will be defined once your policy is implemented.

To the members of the Indigenous Women’s Rights group,

As a consultative non-governmental organization to the United Nations (UN)
Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), the International Work Group for
Indigenous Affairs' (IWGIA) mandate is to:

The acknowledged ongoing and systemic violence perpetrated against Indigenous
women, girls, and 2SLGBTQIA+ people in the US and Canada has created the need
for cross-border strategies. As a working group within IWGIA, your team should
propose a solution to the issue of missing and murdered Indigenous women, girls,
and 2SLGBTQIA+ people in both countries. The IWGIA is looking for strong policy
recommendations which would:

The IWGIA seeks recommendations that are within the power of the federal
governments of the US and Canada to enact and are likely to be effective in their
current political climates. Your team may determine which aspect(s) of this
systemic issue that you are best-equipped to address in your proposal. You may
choose as few as one, depending on where your group plans to focus their efforts.

Sincerely,
Regional Director
IWGIA

Mandate Letter
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Case Information
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Between 1980 and 2012, Indigenous women made up 16% of all women
murdered in Canada, yet only make up 4% of the Canadian population. Indigenous
women also make up 50% of trafficking victims, while 25% of all trafficked women
are under the age of 18.

The issue gained increased attention in Canada, beyond Indigenous communities
who had been aware of the issue and advocating for change, when the Native
Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC) reported that by 2010, over 580
Indigenous women and girls across Canada were murdered or went missing. Since
this initial estimate and with assistance from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP), this figure has been estimated to be closer to 1,200 women and girls.

Reports have indicated that approximately 40% of cases have resulted in no
charges being laid, yet police reports from the RCMP indicate this rate to be higher,
in the 80% to 100% range.This indicates a broader problem associated with
policing and the criminal justice system. It is evident that the issue cannot be
sufficiently addressed without investigating the root causes of violence against
Indigenous women, girls, 2SLGBTQIA+ people, and the colonial legacy.

Indigenous peoples have practiced their own governance and diplomacy across
nations for thousands of years prior to colonial settlers arrival in what is now
known as Canada. Prior to the imposition of colonial values and governance,
Indigenous women and men were treated as equals. Throughout time, the
patriarchal values of colonists were forced onto First Nations people, systematically
devaluing women’s role in society. After the arrival of settlers, a number of
paternalistic treaties and policies were created. The following timeline aims to point
out major legislation and government inquiries that impacted Indigenous
sovereignty and rights in Canada and is not an exhaustive list.

 

Overview of Indigenous Sovereignty & MMIWG in
Canada and Ontario
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https://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/en/missing-and-murdered-aboriginal-women-national-operational-overview
https://indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/marginalization_of_aboriginal_women/


October 1763 - Royal Proclamation
The Royal Proclamation of 1763 was the basis for how colonial administration
would interact with First Nations peoples in the centuries that followed. The
Proclamation guarantees the right to self-determination and guarantees that
land will not be taken from Indigenous people unless ceded through a treaty. It
has never been overruled in court, and has been utilized in many land claims
cases by First Nations as a guideline for comprehensive land claims settlements.
However, these rights which are ruled in court, ie. R. vs. Van Der Peet are not
always adhered to nor enforced by provincial or municipal governments.
Historically, these rulings have been ignored by colonialists who continue to
encroach and steal land from Indigenous peoples. An example of this is what we
see happening in Nova Scotia, whereby the Department of Fisheries and Oceans
has been attacking the Mi’kmaw lobster and fishing economy. 

March 1867 - Federal Power Takes Authority Over Indigenous Lands
Under the Constitution Act (British North America Act), the federal government
has legislative authority over First Nations and land reserved for First Nations.
This authority would later extend to the education of Status Indians.

April 1876 - Federal Expansion of Power Over First Nations
The Indian Act consolidated piecemeal legislation that aimed to assimilate
Indigenous people in Canada. The Act gave the federal government sweeping
powers to impose band councils on tribes in place of their own governance
systems, ban cultural practices and traditions, and aggregate tribes through land
reserves. Additionally, this marks the beginning of gender-based discrimination.
The Act denied Indian status women the right to land ownership, marital
property, and political leadership positions. Additionally, Indigenous women were
stripped of their Indian status upon marrying a non-Indigenous man or non-
status Indian man. However, if a non-Indigenous woman married an Indigenous
man, she obtained Indian status as did her children.

April 1982 – Canadian Constitution is Patriated
The Canadian Constitution is patriated, and the advocacy of Indigenous peoples
lead Section 35 to recognize and affirm Indigenous title and treaty rights. Later,
Section 37 is amended, obligating the federal and provincial governments to
consult with Indigenous peoples on outstanding issues.
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https://indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/royal_proclamation_1763/
https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc-csc/en/item/1407/index.do
https://hakaimagazine.com/news/mikmaw-fishery-dispute-is-not-about-conservation-scientists-say/
https://fb.historicacanada.ca/education/english/indigenous-perspectives/6/
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/indian-act
https://indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/the_indian_act/


From here on out, First Nations tribes could continue to operate in band councils
as determined by the initial Indian Act or they could have a negotiated self-
government. The majority of Indigenous communities remain under the Indian
Act’s authority. There are currently 25 self-government agreements across
Canada that involve 43 Indigenous communities.

April 1985 – Restoring Women’s Rights in the Indian Act
Bill C-31 amended the Indian Act, enabling tribal bands or First Nations to use their
own rules for membership and also enabled Indigenous women and their children
who had been stripped of their Indian status upon marrying a non-Indigenous man
to apply for reinstatement. However, this had the unintended impact of stretching
already limited First Nation land and resources.

2008 & 2015 - Launching the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and National
Inquiry on Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission, launched in 2008, demanded that all
orders of government in Canada to improve the lives of Indigenous people and
communities and to repair the relationship between Indigenous peoples and the
rest of Canada. The most notable outcome of this commission is The National
Inquiry on MMIWG (The Inquiry), announced by the federal government in 2015.

June 2019 - Release of the National Inquiry on MMIWG
The Inquiry included interviews from 2,400 people including survivors, family
members with direct impact, and subject matter experts that detailed the state of
violence against Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQIA+ people. The report
also included 231 Calls to Justice that would provide services and support to
survivors and family members and address the pathways that reinforce colonial
systems that enable harm against Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQIA+
people.

June 2021 - MMIWG and 2SLGBTQIA+ People National Action Plan
The National Action Plan was released that mapped out a path to address the
Calls to Justice from the Inquiry. The Plan included immediate steps including
survivor and family member support services, an oversight body, training and
awareness resources with continued survivor and family involvement throughout
the plan. The plan also lays out steps to improve data aggregation through
Indigenous data sovereignty and accountability. Other long term paths were also
laid out to address the ongoing genocide of Indigenous women, girls and
2SLGBTQQIA+ people. A number of Indigenous women experts and grassroots
activists have critiqued the National Action Plan because it lacks a comprehensive,
inter-governmental plan to address all forms of harm against Indigenous women,
girls and 2SLGBTQIA+ people. The federal government has also begun to allocate
millions of dollars in annual budgets to support these changes.
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https://www.rcaanc-cirnac.gc.ca/eng/1100100032275/1529354547314#chp2
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Many First Nations have their own police forces, but lack the personnel, forensic
skills, budgets and other resources to carry out criminal investigations alone. First
Nations people are forced to rely on more well-resourced forces like the RCMP.
However, there is deep distrust between police forces and the First Nations due to
a long history of racist abuse of Indigenous peoples and the downplaying of crimes
against Indigenous peoples by police forces, particularly the RCMP. The Indian Act
does not specify whether provinces, territories, the federal government, or bands
have the responsibility to prosecute crimes on First Nations lands. This has led to
the federal and provincial governments not providing criminal justice resources for
First Nations, leaving crimes occurring on Indigenous lands often uninvestigated
and unprosecuted.

Ontario
In Ontario, there are 133 First Nations recognized by 
the Canadian government. The Chiefs of Ontario have
increased engagement with the Ontario government to
assert rights and improve services to First Nations
people whose land is within the province. In August
2015, a political accord between the First Nations and
the Ontario government was passed. This accord was 
noted as a significant stride towards normalizing 
Indigenous rights and self-governance in the province.
The accord authorized a bilateral relationship between 
First Nations and Ontario to increase representation in 
provincial policy making.
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https://www.mmiwg-ffada.ca/final-report/
https://www.mmiwg-ffada.ca/final-report/
https://www.oktlaw.com/solving-the-indian-act-by-law-enforcement-issue-prosecution-of-indian-act-by-laws/#:~:text=The%20reserves%20don't%20have,or%20justice%20of%20the%20peace.
http://chiefs-of-ontario.org/resources/map/
http://chiefs-of-ontario.org/download/2020-2021-coo-annual-report/
http://chiefs-of-ontario.org/download/2020-2021-coo-annual-report/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/ontario-government-signs-political-accord-with-first-nations-chiefs-1.3201809
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/ontario-government-signs-political-accord-with-first-nations-chiefs-1.3201809
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/ontario-government-signs-political-accord-with-first-nations-chiefs-1.3201809
https://www.ontario.ca/page/aboriginal-peoples-relationships


United States
In the US, 4 in 5 Indigenous women have experienced violence in their lifetime. In
2016, homicide was the third leading cause of death for Indigenous women under
20 years old and the sixth leading cause for women between 20 and 44 years old.
In fact, Indigenous women are more than three times likely to be murdered than
non-hispanic white women. 

Prior to 2013, US federal law did not allow tribes to prosecute non-tribal
perpetrators under tribal law, even though non-tribal perpetrators account for 96%
of sexual violence and 90% of domestic violence reported by Indigenous women.
The 2013 reauthorization of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) made it
possible for tribes to prosecute non-Indigenous perpetrators, but only for domestic
violence and under restricted conditions. As a result, systemic justice for murdered
or missing Indigenous women remains heavily reliant on the US criminal justice
process, which over one-third of Indigenous peoples report distrust of, due to
experiences of discrimination. Jurisdictional confusion and challenges further
complicates the process. Crimes committed on tribal lands fall under federal
jurisdiction, except in the cases of six states: Alaska, California, Minnesota,
Nebraska, Oregon, and Wisconsin. These six states have jurisdictional authority
over their tribal lands because the tribes have granted them permission (Public
Law 280). Crimes committed outside of tribal land fall under state and local
authorities. The differences in jurisdiction bogs down the reporting process. Tribal
or local authorities are often the closest officials to respond to a crime, but certain
aspects of the crime–such as whether it happened on tribal land and whether the
perpetrator was a member of a tribe–may require the case be referred to federal
investigators. Cases get dragged out and coordination among tribal, local, state,
and federal teams may be poor. As a result, many perpetrators are never held
accountable. 

There is also a lack of understanding on the true scope of the problem of violence
against Indigenous women and girls. Of the 5,712 reports of missing Indigenous
women in 2016, only 116 cases were documented on the federal missing persons
database. The national databases that record violent crimes are not
comprehensive enough to paint an accurate picture of the scale of the issue. For
example, only federal agencies are required to report into The National Incident
Reporting System, so the numbers regarding violent crimes against native
populations on that database may be missing local and state numbers.
Underreporting and misclassification further complicates the issue.

Overview of Indigenous Sovereignty & MMIWG in the
United States and Michigan
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Michigan
Within the state of Michigan, and according to the National Human Trafficking
Hotline, Michigan ranked seventh in the nation in 2019 with 172 reported cases of
human trafficking. That’s down from 2018’s high of 383, cases but reported
incidents of human trafficking in Michigan have been on the rise since 2012.

There are three main Anishinaabe nations in Michigan: Ojibwe (Chippewa), Odawa
(Ottawa), and Bodewadmi (Potawatomi), which collectively form The Council of The
Three Fires. The US Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), a branch of the Fish, Wildlife, and
Recreation Service, recognizes some Indigenous Tribes. These federally recognized
tribes have sovereign governments and provide various services to their members.
In the Upper Peninsula Region the recognized tribes are Bay Mills Indian
Community, Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians, Keweenaw
Bay Indian Community, Hannahville Indian Community, and Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of
Chippewa Indians. In the North West Region lies Little Traverse Bay Bands of
Odawa Indians, Grand Traverse Bay Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, and
Little River Band of Ottawa Indians. In West Michigan, the only federally recognized
tribe is the Match-e-be-nash-she-wish Band of Potawatomi Indians of Michigan
(Gun Lake). There is Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe in the East Central Michigan
Region, and finally in the Southwest Region has the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi
Indians and Nottawaseppi Huron Band of the Potawatomi Indians. The Michigan
State Government recognizes four Native American tribes. State recognition builds
relationships between tribal and state governments but does not automatically
confer federal benefits to tribes. These are Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and
Chippewa Indians, Grand River Band of Ottawa Indians, Mackinac Bands of
Chippewa and Ottawa Indians, and the Swan Creek Black River Confederated
Ojibwa Tribes. 
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Source

https://www.michiganbusiness.org/4a8101/globalassets/documents/tribes_map.pdf


In May 1996, the Michigan Supreme Court adopted Michigan Court Rule 2.615,
which was prompted by proposals from the Indian Tribal Court/State Trial Court
Forum and the State Bar of Michigan. MCR 2.615 provides for the enforcement of
Indigenous tribal court judgments. This rule states that a tribal court judgment is
recognized as long as the tribe or tribal court has enacted a reciprocal ordinance,
court rule, or other binding measure that obligates the tribal court to enforce state
court judgments. It is also recognized as long as that ordinance, court rule, or other
measure has been transmitted to the State Court Administrative Office.   Tribal
courts exercise exclusive jurisdiction over misdemeanours involving Indians and
concurrent jurisdiction with the federal courts over felonies involving First Peoples
that occur on reservations. Tribal courts have broad powers in matters involving
the welfare of Indian children, pursuant to the Indian Child Welfare Act, 25 USC
1901 et seq. Tribal courts also have jurisdiction over a variety of civil matters
involving both Indigenous and Non-Indigenous parties when the activities in
question occur on their reservations. 

In July 2020, the US Attorneys for the Western and Eastern Districts of Michigan
appointed Joel Postma as the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Persons (MMIP)
Coordinator for the two districts, which includes all twelve tribes in the state.
Postma, who grew up in the Upper Peninsula, is one of the ten MMIP coordinators
in the country appointed by the Department of Justice. In his new role as
coordinator, he gathers data to identify MMIP cases connected to Michigan,
conducts outreach with tribal communities to understand the challenges revealed
through past experience, coordinates with tribal, federal, state, and local law
enforcement in the development of protocols and procedures for responding to and
addressing MMIP, provides training and assistance and promotes improved data
collection and analyses throughout Michigan.

Federal, State, Local and Tribal leaders jointly announced Michigan’s own MMIP
pilot project in December 2020. The goal of the project as described by a press
release by the Department of Justice, is to "improve the handling of emergent
missing person cases by outlining how Tribal governments, law enforcement, and
other partners can best work together to respond to such cases". The plans
address four core components of a proper response to a missing person case: law
enforcement, victim services, community outreach, and public communications. The
Sault Tribe and Bay Mills were key stakeholders in expanding Michigan's judicial
systems through "state certification of tribal law enforcement officers, enhancing
our tribal courts, and expanding jurisdiction under the Tribal Law and Order Act
and the Violence Against Women Act." According to the DOJ, this community
development response plan is in accordance with the U.S Attorney General Missing
and Murdered Indigenous Persons Initiative and the President’s Operation Lady
Justice Task Force and it  furthers the goals of the Savanna's Act legislation.
Currently, Michigan is one of six states that has a pilot program developing
community responses to MMIP, outside of Oklahoma, Minnesota, Alaska, Montana,
and Oregon.
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In 2007, the UN adopted the Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous People (UNDRIP). The Declaration outlaws
discrimination, promotes full and effective participation in
all social and economic matters, and affirms the rights of
Indigenous peoples to “remain distinct and to pursue
their own visions of economic and social development.”
144 nations voted in favour of this non-binding
declaration, indicating support from the vast majority of
UN member states. Only four nations voted against the
Declaration: Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the
US. Since 2007, all four nations have reversed their
opposition to UNDRIP, but the resistance from both the
US and Canada to the Declaration is noteworthy. Due to
the non-binding nature of the Declaration, the initial
opposition and failure to implement the Declaration
within domestic law suggest that there is still much work
to be done within both countries to realize UNDRIP.

UNDRIP was decades in the making, built from a
working group of Indigenous peoples that first convened
in 1982. The Declaration includes 46 Articles, covering a
sweeping range of rights and responsibilities of
signatory nations. In summary, seventeen articles
address the protection and promotion of Indigenous
culture; fifteen are about Indigenous peoples’
participation in all decisions that will affect their lives
(including democratic access and inclusion); several
confirm the right of Indigenous peoples to self-
determination and rights to lands, territories and
resources; and one recognizes the right to “just and fair
redress” when rights are not granted.

Even at the outset, opposition to the Declaration largely
stemmed from provisions on the right to self-
determination of Indigenous peoples and the control over
natural resources existing on Indigenous peoples’
traditional lands. Though these provisions were
collaboratively developed and resolved adequately for
most UN member states, all four countries that openly
opposed the Declaration highlighted those aspects when
justifying their opposition. 

(a) Any action which has
the aim or effect of
depriving them of their
integrity as distinct
peoples, or of their
cultural values or ethnic
identities;
(b) Any action which has
the aim or effect of
dispossessing them of
their lands, territories or
resources;
(c) Any form of forced
population transfer
which has the aim or
effect of violating or
undermining any of their
rights;
(d) Any form of forced
assimilation or
integration;
(e) Any form of
propaganda designed to
promote or incite racial
or ethnic discrimination
directed against them.”

In the context of this year’s
conference theme, the
following Articles are of
particular relevance: 

Article 4: “Indigenous peoples, in
exercising their right to self-
determination, have the right to
autonomy or self-government in
matters relating to their internal
and local affairs, as well as
ways and means for financing
their autonomous functions.”

Article 7.1: “Indigenous
individuals have the rights to
life, physical and mental
integrity, liberty and security of
person.”

Article 8.2: “States shall provide
effective mechanisms for
prevention of, and redress for:

International Law: The Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous People
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Canadian Opposition and Later Adoption of UNDRIP
At the initial vote, the Canadian representative said their
country opposed the Declaration because “the provisions
in the Declaration on lands, territories and resources
were overly broad, unclear, and capable of a wide
variety of interpretations, discounting the need to
recognize a range of rights over land and possibly
putting into question matters that have been settled by
treaty.” Specifically, he stated opposition to Article 26,
which asserts that “Indigenous peoples have the right to
the lands, territories and resources which they have
traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or
acquired."

Canada reversed its opposition to UNDRIP in 2010.
However, the Canadian government noted that signing
on to the Declaration “does not reflect customary
international law or change Canadian laws,” indicating
that there would be no substantive change to law or
policy following adoption. At this point, the promise to
domesticate the rights enshrined in UNDRIP in Canada
remains largely unfulfilled. The National Inquiry on
MMIWG in Canada emphasized the ongoing need for
Canada to comply with UNDRIP in their Calls to Justice.
In 2021, a bill to implement provisions of the Declaration
within Canadian law received pushback from both
Conservative groups and some First Nations critics, who
raised concerns that the bill doesn't go far enough and
could end up restricting Indigenous rights. 

United States Opposition and Later Adoption of
UNDRIP
The US was the final country among the four initial
opponents to endorse the Declaration. When justifying
their initial opposition, the US said that the Declaration
“risked endless conflicting interpretations and debate
about its application, as already evidenced by the
numerous complex interpretive statements issued by
States.” The spokesman also said the declaration failed
to define “Indigenous peoples,” which was an “obvious”
and “debilitating” shortcoming, because it allowed
“entities not properly entitled to such status seek to enjoy
the special benefits and rights contained in the
declaration.”

Article 21.2: “States shall take
effective measures and, where
appropriate, special measures to
ensure continuing improvement
of their economic and social
conditions. Particular attention
shall be paid to the rights and
special needs of Indigenous
elders, women, youth, children
and persons with disabilities.”

Article 22.2: “States shall take
measures, in conjunction with
Indigenous peoples, to ensure
that Indigenous women and
children enjoy the full protection
and guarantees against all
forms of violence and
discrimination.”

Article 24.2: “Indigenous
individuals have an equal right
to the enjoyment of the highest
attainable standard of physical
and mental health. States shall
take the necessary steps with a
view to achieving progressively
the full realization of this right.”

Article 27: “States shall
establish and implement, in
conjunction with Indigenous
peoples concerned, a fair,
independent, impartial, open
and transparent process, giving
due recognition to Indigenous
peoples’ laws, traditions,
customs and land tenure
systems, to recognize and
adjudicate the rights of
Indigenous peoples pertaining to
their lands, territories and
resources, including those which
were traditionally owned or
otherwise occupied or used.
Indigenous peoples shall have
the right to participate in this
process.”
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Beginning in 2010, the Obama administration began a
series of consultations with tribal leaders, representing
approximately 20 Indigenous tribes in the US. In January
2011, the US finally signed on to UNDRIP with
reservations. Many Indigenous groups in the US
supported the decision and associated movement on the
part of the US government to expand the number of
federally recognized tribes and enhance their rights to
self-determination, but the Center for World Indigenous
Studies referred to other actions as “ambiguous at best.”
With regards to the land rights provisions of the
Declaration, the US government stated that it would
“facilitate, as appropriate, access by Indigenous peoples
to the traditional lands, territories and natural resources,”
leaving room for flexible interpretation and shying away
from substantive change to law or policy.

Article 39: “Indigenous peoples
have the right to have access to
financial and technical
assistance from States and
through international
cooperation, for the enjoyment
of the rights contained in this
Declaration.”

Article 40: “Indigenous peoples
have the right to access to and
prompt decision through just
and fair procedures for the
resolution of conflicts and
disputes with States or other
parties, as well as to effective
remedies for all infringements of
their individual and collective
rights. Such a decision shall give
due consideration to the
customs, traditions, rules and
legal systems of the Indigenous
peoples concerned and
international human rights.”
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A moment of excitement after the adoption of UNDRIP. Source
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Canada
In Canada, there have been many Indigenous peoples-led grassroots organizations
and activism campaigns to raise awareness and attention on the issue of MMIWG.
Many organizations highlighting the MMIWG crisis have been created by families
of victims, as previous Canadian Federal Governments have not prioritized
responding to the crisis, reinforcing colonial structures. Grassroots organizations
have led tremendous action on the issue, including advocacy, honoring victims, and
research. NWAC began as a grassroots organization representing Indigenous
women. They advocate for legislation and policies that improve the wellbeing for
Indigenous women and their families. Specifically, NWAC created a database to
better track the number of missing and murdered Indigenous women beginning in
2005. NWAC has experienced some operational challenges in past years due to
invariable funding from the Canadian Government. This has contributed to job-
instability for many of the organization’s employees, however the organization has
made receiving funding from non-government sources a priority. 

There are also organizations, 
such as Walking With Our 
Sisters which operate on either 
side of the Canada-US Border. 
They developed an art 
installation to remember and 
raise awareness for MMIWG, as 
well as provide resources to the 
families and communities of 
MMIWG. Additionally, the 
REDress movement which exists 
in both Canada and the US has
as raised awareness and public 
attention to the MMIWG crisis.

The National Family and Survivors Circle is an organization comprised of
Indigenous women working to implement a National Action Plan on the 231 Calls
to Justice from the National Inquiry into MMIWG. The organization’s National
Action Plan is a broad framework that outlines short and long-term priorities to end
violence against Indigenous Women and Girls. The Yellowhead Institute at Ryerson
University in Toronto is an Indigenous-led think tank. Their work focuses on
ensuring that changes to Canadian policy benefit First Nations peoples. 

Overview of Indigenous Community and Non-
Governmental Entity Strategies
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Part of the Walking With Our Sisters Exhibit. Source

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14775700.2016.1267311?journalCode=ycas20
https://www.nwac.ca/
https://www.nwac.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Special-Report-NWAC-Operations-2018.pdf
https://ottawacitizen.com/entertainment/local-arts/capital-ottawa-favourites-in-visual-arts-2015


Additionally, Indigenous communities and the families of MMIWG have led
demonstrations to reclaim dangerous streets. While these demonstrations have not
been led by a single organization, the community organizing has created a safe
space for mourning, an opportunity for healing and to continue to demand justice
and accountability by different levels of government.

United States
One of the policies that the Biden Administration instituted in its first 100 days in
office was to set up the Missing and Murdered Unit at the BIA Office of Justice
Services. Secretary Haaland, the Biden administration’s Secretary of Interior is
committed to reallocating resources from the federal government towards law
enforcement agencies such as the FBI’s Behavioral Analysis Units, the FBI Forensic
Laboratory, the US Marshals Missing Child Unit, and the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children to prioritize and accelerate investigations around
murdered and missing Indigenous women. These also include developing
partnerships with the Department of Justice’s National Missing and Unidentified
Persons System, which will also dedicate special resources towards investigating
crime against Indigenous women and girls under the Not Invisible Act and the
Savannah’s Act. 

This momentum is the result of decades of advocacy work done by Indigenous
groups, especially those comprising of Indigenous women, targeted at Congress,
the media, and academia by research and teaching at universities. This important
work can be further classified into two broad categories: data collection and
consequently using that data to enhance culturally grounded resources to
strengthen tribe sovereignty which in turn empower Indigenous communities to
address the crimes which impact native communities. 

One of the organizations at the forefront of data collection is The Sovereign Bodies
Institute in the US. The institute has been in the process of creating a centralized
database to track crimes against Indigenous women since 1900. According to their
website: “The kind of information the Database cares for is determined by ongoing
consultation with Indigenous communities.” The idea is to not only create a
centralized database on historical violence. In addition to capturing the history of
the crime, this database also captures factors such as domestic violence, sexual
assault, sex work/sex trafficking, foster care, police brutality, trans victim, death in
custody, unsheltered, residential/boarding school, and other related social,
structural, and cultural factors which may impact the crime in anyway. The
database also cares about knowing whether there is any history of MMIWG
violence in the family of the victim and whether the crime was perpetrated on
colonized or Indigenous lands.
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One of the largest organizations at the forefront of eradicating violence against
Indigenous women is the National Indigenous Women’s Resource Center (NIWRC).
NIWRC is pivotal in “develop[ing] resources and training opportunities to support
Native advocates and survivors, and tribal governments in prioritizing the safety of
Native women and their children and requiring accountability of offenders and
communities.” Their approach is holistic and they build advocacy programs which
strive for safety of Indigenous women from violence within Indigenous homes and
communities, justice within and outside of their lands, access to safe affordable
housing, legal services for women, childcare and economic security for the
household, “culturally-based, trauma, and resiliency-informed services [and] access
to Indigenous healing ways.” 

One of the most prominent organizations working at the state level in Michigan is
the Native Justice Coalition. This coalition focuses on providing a platform built by
and meant for Native Americans to seek healing and collectively work on issues of
social and economic justice. In August 2019, the Native Justice Coalition launched
the MMIWG2S Program, through which they focus on raising awareness for
missing Indigenous women and work on building local coalitions to work with
Indigenous communities and law enforcement to investigate these crimes. The
approach of the organization centers around furthering racial and restorative
justice initiatives in tandem with gender-based justice initiatives. In the next few
years, the Native Justice Coalition seeks to partner with Native American
organizations in the midwest region and Canada, specifically in Wisconsin,
Ontario, Minnesota, and Manitoba, to broaden the reach of the Coalition and its
programs.
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Canada
Canada has a long and disturbing history of forced assimilation policies against the
First Nations population. The first document that dictated how the colonial
government of what was then a part of the British Empire would interact with the
First Nations population was the Royal Proclamation of 1763. Crucially, the Royal
Proclamation established the process by which the government could take land
belonging to First Nations. The 1850 Act for the better protection of the Lands and
Property of the Indians in Lower Canada included requirements for a person to be
considered a legal “Indian.” The processes of determining status were both a way
for the government to deny the rights of First Nations and seek to erase their
culture.
 
In 1876, the Government of Canada passed the Indian Act which gave the
government wide reaching powers over First Nations identity, politics, cultural
practices, and education. The main goal of the Act was to assimilate them into
non-Indigenous society. It removed traditional structures of governance and
banned First nation culture practices. In 1927, the Act made it illegal for First
Nations people to hire lawyers or bring land claims against the Government of
Canada without the government’s consent. A central feature of the Indian Act was
the pass system, a system in which the movement of First Nations peoples on and
off of reserves was restricted. 
 
A major feature of the Indian Act was the creation of residential schools. Overseen
at their peak from 1913 to 1932 by Duncan Campbell Scott, Residential Schools
were government sponsored religious schools that aimed to assimilate First
nations children across Canada. Residential schools were often run in partnership
with religious institutions including the Roman Catholic Church and the Anglican
Church. Once arriving at these schools, children were segregated by gender, often
being removed from their siblings. Their hair was cut and they were stripped of
their traditional clothes. In many cases they were given a new name. Many children
at residential schools suffered physical, sexual, and mental abuse. Schools were
often overrun with disease with a lack of medical care being provided to students.
Assimilation was the central feature of residential schools. Scott stated that, “I
want to get rid of the Indian problem.” The last residential school closed in 1996.

In the 1960s, Indigenous children across Canada were taken from their homes,
communities, and their birth families and put up for adoption to primarily non-
Indigenous families across the US and Canada in a phenomenon termed the
“Sixties Scoop.” The Sixties Scoop was not driven  by the intention to provide
children with better parenting, but rather to further policies of assimilation.

Assimilationist Policies and Residential Schools
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The Sixties Scoop started in 1951 when the Indian Act gave each province in
Canada jurisdiction over Indigenous child welfare. As a direct result of government
underfunding Indigenous services, there was a range of child welfare issues on
Indigenous reserves. Provincial governments considered the removal and adoption
of Indigenous children as the fastest and easiest way of addressing welfare issues.
Social workers did not have to seek the consent of communities to remove the
children and palace them in their new homes. 
 
Policies like the Indian Act and the residential school system also contributed to the
endangerment of Indigenous languages in Canada. In 2016, there were about 40
Indigenous that had 500 speakers or less. Today, efforts are underway to improve
Indigenous language revitalization across Canada.
 
 The effect of forced assimilation policies are still felt today. Many First Nations
peoples and communities suffer from intergenerational trauma and despite some
efforts for truth and reconciliation, more needs to be done. Despite the problematic
nature of the Indian Act, it persists today. Because it recognizes the historical
relationship that First Nations peoples have with Canada, talk of its removal has
been met with resistance. Many feel that as this was the first document that
recognized First Nations’ peoples in Canada it is of historical significance and
value, despite the negativity associated with it.

United States & Michigan
The dark and complex legacy of these institutions is not unique to Canada. The
US’s implementation of the residential school system closely mirrors its northern
neighbor. 

Similar to Canada, a wide scale national reckoning has only recently begun in
earnest. The deep injustices perpetrated at residential schools across the US has
drawn a concerted effort on the part of the federal government since the
appointment of Department of Interior Secretary Deb Haaland, the first Indigenous
person in US history to lead the Department. In June of last year, Sec. Haaland
launched a national probe to be run out of her department–the Federal Indian
Boarding School Initiative–a comprehensive review of the disturbing legacy of
federal boarding school policies. The primary goal, as detailed in its announcement,
“will be to identify boarding school facilities and sites; the location of known and
possible student burial sites located at or near school facilities; and the identities
and Tribal affiliations of children interred at such locations.”
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US legislation authorizing residential schools for Indigenous children predated
Canada’s 1876 Indian Act. The 1819 Indian Civilization Act, detailed in Secretary
Haaland’s memo, “enacted laws and implemented policies establishing and
supporting Indian boarding schools across the nation. The purpose of Indian
boarding schools was to culturally assimilate Indigenous children by forcibly
relocating them from their families and communities to distant residential facilities
where their American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian identities,
languages, and beliefs were to be forcibly suppressed. For over 150 years,
hundreds of thousands of Indigenous children were taken from their communities.”
In total, 27 US states, including Michigan, were once home to some number of
boarding schools, all modeled after the flagship Carlisle Indian Industrial School,
which opened in Pennsylvania in 1879. At the peak of the federally-funded school
program, managed by the US BIA, there were roughly 350 residential schools in
operation. By 1926, it is estimated that over 80% of Indigenous school-age children
had been seized and forcibly enrolled in the residential school program, according
to statistics by the National Native Boarding School Healing Coalition. By the
1970s, 200 schools were still in operation in some form.

In Michigan, there were three major federal residential schools: Holy Childhood in
Harbor Springs (built 1829), the Old St. Joseph Orphanage and School in Baraga
(built 1860), and the Mount Pleasant Indian Industrial Boarding School in Mount
Pleasant (built 1892). Modeled after other schools across the nation, they were
structured to force Indigenous children to assimilate to white, Christian culture and
values. As such, children were shorn of their hair, stripped of Native dress, given
English names, forbidden to speak their languages, and separated from their
siblings. Recollections from survivors of the schools detail boarding schools more
akin to prisons. Abuse, starvation, and unsanitary living conditions were rampant,
creating a legacy of pain and intergenerational trauma that is still felt deeply by
Indigenous communities across Michigan to this day.
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Holy  Childhood residential school in 1893. Source
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While most of the schools closed in the 1920s, Holy Childhood remained open until
1983. Indigenous peoples in the US are unsparing in their assessment of the
objectives of the program. "Boarding and residential schools were a part of the
genocidal policy to get rid of Native American, First Nations, Métis and Inuit people
across the US and Canada,” Cecelia LaPointe, executive director for the Native
Justice Coalition, said in a statement. “Call these what they were–ethnic cleansing
camps and torture chambers. The truth is being revealed but unfortunately the
burden weighs on our shoulders to heal, strengthen our people and advocate for
accountability." Since the revelations in Canada and Sec. Haaland’s
announcement, tribal leaders in Michigan have renewed those calls for
accountability. “Here in Michigan, we are all well too familiar with the federally run
boarding schools,” the Match-E-Be-Nash-She-Wish Band of Pottawatomi (Gun
Lake Tribe) said in a statement. “Each family has our own stories of the taking of
our children and being sent to these schools...A meaningful investigation has to
happen at all of the Michigan area boarding schools.”

In the same month that Sec. Haaland launched the initiative, the Saginaw
Chippewa Tribe of Michigan claimed that 227 children died at the school in Mount
Pleasant, despite government records documenting only five. The final report from
the Federal Indian Boarding School Initiative is expected to be released in April
2022. Until then, Michigan tribes can only wait and wonder about the depth of
horrors the investigation might uncover.
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Map of Michigan Residential Schools and their closure dates. Source
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Canada
Corporate Colonialism
‘Corporate Colonialism’ has been used to define the capitalist and colonial
foundations of Canada and specifically focuses on the large corporations involved
in the extractive resource industry, specifically oil, gas, mining, and forestry. These
corporations have been protected by various levels in government, and often the
consent and consideration of Indigenous peoples is not obtained prior to
developing on or near Indigenous lands. 

UNDRIP, further described in the International Law section, highlights the
importance of ensuring that Indigenous Peoples are consulted regarding
developments with their lands and resources. Specifically, Article 32 says:

In 2021, Canada passed UNDRIP. Even though this Act exists in Canada, a
Supreme Court Ruling confirms that Indigenous communities have to be consulted
on resource development projects which concern their land and resources, but they
do not have the power to veto the project. In various court cases, including Haida
Nation v. British Columbia, the Supreme Court of Canada found that the Crown
only has to meet a requirement to consult and accommodate, implying that the
final decision on whether the project can continue is not up to Indigenous peoples.
The inability to veto land and other resource development projects has severe
implications for Indigenous peoples in Canada as Indigenous people connect to the
land for spiritual beliefs and to pass down traditional knowledge and teachings.
Additionally, many Indigenous communities acknowledge that the land and body is
extremely connected emphasizing the strong relationship between environmental
violence and gendered violence. As well, many Environmental Assessments,
required before development of the sites begin, do not include Indigenous women.
Thus, the full effects of the extractive resource industry on Indigenous women in
Canada and Ontario is not well known. Indigenous women are often excluded from
or underrepresented in the many stages of resource governance, including
planning and implementation decision-making. 

Industries that Perpetuate Violence Against
Indigenous Women and Girls 
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States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the Indigenous
peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order
to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any
project affecting their lands or territories and other resources,
particularly in connection with the development, utilization or
exploitation of mineral, water or other resources.
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Dangers of the Extractive Resource Industry
The extractive resource industry can pose additional challenges and risks to
Indigenous women given the intersectionality of gender and race that they face, in
addition to the long-standing effects of colonization which perpetuates violence
against Indigenous people. Indigenous women endure greater social costs and
receive fewer benefits than their male counterparts from large resource
development projects. Some of the benefits from the extractive resource industry
for Indigenous communities as a whole include economic development, however
Indigenous women receive fewer of the benefits because they often struggle to find
childcare, or fail to receive the training and education necessary to get a job in the
extractive resource industry. Indigenous women working in the extractive resource
industry have reported many experiences of violence and discrimination.
Indigenous women often work in lower -status and -paying jobs in the extractive
resource industry. This reinforces patriarchal stereotypes and means Indigenous
women experience more violence at work, given the reduced power and stature of
their jobs compared to men. Additionally, Indigenous women working in fly in/fly
out camps are vulnerable to violence as men and women often sleep in the same
quarters. Inuit women working at the Meadowbank mine in Nunavut have reported
many acts of sexual harassment and violence, including rape. 

Many extractive resource development sites in Northern Ontario are built in close
proximity to Indigenous communities. This can change the social fabric of
Indigenous communities as the sites bring an increase of male workers with
disposable incomes to the community. However, literature shows that the increase
in male workers to rural Indigenous communities is linked to an increase in sex
work, increasing the rates of human trafficking among Indigenous women. In
addition, the participation in extractive resource projects has been associated with
the increase in alcohol consumption and family violence in Indigenous communities.
Many women working in fly in/ fly out camps report that the increased separation
from their families can expose them to increased family violence upon returning
home.

United States
In 2019, the US Bureau of Justice Statistics completed a study on violent
victimization known to law enforcement in the Bakken oil-producing region of
Montana and North Dakota, where increased reports of crime were directly linked
with the socioeconomic and labor changes brought to that area by the oil industry.
Looking at the rise of new and primarily male oil workers to the oil-producing
regions, where they were housed in man camps (temporary housing sites for
workers), the study showed that from “2006 to 2012, the rate of violent
victimization, particularly of aggravated assault, increased 70%.”
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The study also highlighted that “in contrast, there was no corresponding rise of
violent crime in the counties outside of the Bakken oil region. In fact, reports of
violent victimizations in non-Bakken counties were down 8% during the time
period.” 

Using local data, researchers were able to conclude that rates of rape and sexual
assault, aggravated assault, unlawful sexual contact, and other violent crimes,
increased by 30% in the Bakken region. Concurrently, these crimes decreased by
4% outside of that region. The study specifically flagged the 53% increase in
violent victimization by strangers that targeted Black and Indigenous peoples at
2.5 times higher than corresponding white people.

In theory the federal government is responsible for handling and prosecuting
crimes against Indigenous victims done by non-Indigenous actors. However, in
practice, it has lacked the proper historical context and culturally appropriate tools
to fully and safely investigate crimes that would amount to adequate protection
and justice for Indigenous communities. This lack of comprehensive execution has
created an enforcement loophole "where crimes against Indigenous women and
children take place more frequently and the perpetrators are not held to account."
As indicated in the study previously mentioned, workers at man camps are more
than likely non-Indigenous. However, given that federal- and state- recognized
tribal land authorities are limited in their criminal jurisdicion, communities that are
taken over by man camps cannot fully protect themselves, and communities near
extractive sites remain at high risk for acts of trafficking and sexual crime.

Man camps have been established to house the influx of industry workers. Some
camps are simply collections of trailers that do not have addresses, do not appear
on maps, do not have connections to phone, internet, or cell services and are not
easily accessible to emergency services. Man camps are placed in largely rural
areas. These camps strain infrastructure in communities that already have
inadequate resources to support population booms. Since man camps are
localized, the localized rise in violence has a potential to significantly impact entire
communities.

According to the UN Development Program, fossil fuel industries perpetuate
violence, environmental harm, gender inequalities, and displacement. The US
Department of State admitted in 2017 that the link between extractive industries
and sex trafficking is “increasingly an issue of grave concern.”
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Media Coverage
Indigenous peoples have long voiced concern that media coverage–how and when
crimes against Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQIA+ people are covered–is
imbalanced. Specifically, there tends to be less coverage overall, and coverage
criminalizes victims of these crimes. For example, along the Highway of Tears–an
800 km stretch of highway in British Columbia where more than a dozen women
have disappeared since 1994–media coverage was minimal when most people
believed victims were Indigenous women. However, in one particular instance,
upon the discovery that one of the victims was a white woman, three nationally
circulated media outlets began to cover the issue extensively. This practice has
been coined as “missing white woman syndrome” and divides women that are
victims of violence into two stereotypes of “pure women that are worthy of media
coverage” and “fallen women who are not.”

The disparity in media extends beyond
rates of coverage and includes how the 
stories of disappeared Indigenous 
women are framed. Indigenous women 
and girls tend to be over-sexualized in 
the media relative to their white 
counterparts. Commonly used binaries
of language such as good and bad or 
worthy and unworthy have perpetuated 
discrimination of Indigenous women 
and girls and normalized the crimes 
occurring against them. This perpetuates systematic exclusion and marginalization
of Indigenous women and girls’ experiences. One case study revealed that missing
and murdered Indigenous women were three and a half times less likely to receive
coverage than missing and murdered white women, and coverage that did occur
was less than half the length and less likely to be on the front page. 

In 2017, the Urban Indian Health Institute–a non-partisan research organization
that studies urban Indigenous peoples health–conducted a survey in 71 American
cities and found 506 distinct cases of missing and murdered Indigenous women.
More than 95% of these cases were never covered by national or international
media. Only a quarter of the cases got local, regional, and national media coverage
and less than one fifth received coverage more than once. Furthermore, 91% of
articles written and 83% of media produced were for murder cases, which meant
the vast majority of cases of missing Indigenous women were never covered.

Discrimination Against Indigenous Women and Girls
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Missing and murdered
Indigenous women are

 3.5 time less likely 
to receive media coverage

than missing and
murdered white women
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The language used in articles were also analyzed and the researchers found that
25% of outlets used racist, misogynistic, or stereotypical language (dubbed “violent
language”) in 50% or more of the cases covered and an astonishing 15% used
violent language in 100% of cases covered. The most common types of violent
language included references to drugs or alcohol, coverage of trans-women victims
that misgendered the victim, references to a victim’s criminal history, and
references to sex work.

Recent outcry against “missing white woman syndrome”, in reference to how white
women who go missing get much more media attention than women of color, has
spurred an increase in reporting of missing Indigenous women. Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women USA has linked this spike in reporting with at least
eight cases of missing women and girls being found. 
 
Police Investigation 
United States
There is significant and historical distrust within tribal communities regarding the
police. A 2017 poll by NPR found that 36% of Indigenous peoples in the US who
live in majority-Indigenous areas avoid calling the police due to fear of
discrimination. This is more than double the percentage of Indigenous peoples who
live in nonmajority-Indigenous areas who gave the same response (14%).
Furthermore, 50% of respondents in majority-Indigenous areas believed that they
or others in their family have been unfairly treated by the courts because they are
Indigenous (compared to 22% of the respondents from nonmajority-Indigenous
areas). 

A 2010 Government Accountability Office (GAO) report indicated that US Attorney
Offices declined to prosecute 67% of the sexual assault cases they received. This
means these cases had a 33% clearance rate, which is 7% lower than the national
clearance rate for rape in 2010 (40%). 
 
When researchers at the Urban Indian Health Institute reached out to police
departments to determine how many of the cases they found had been reported to
law enforcement, they found that 13% of the cities did not even have American
Indian, Native American, or Alaska Native as classifications in their systems.
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Canada
One research study from 2014 found that Indigenous people in Canada trust the
police significantly less than non-Indigenous people. Police forces in Canada have
a documented history of negligence and discrimination when it comes to
investigating crimes against Indigenous women and girls. Worse, there are
documented instances where non-tribal police themselves were implicated in
involvement in disappearances, sexual assaults, and murders of Indigenous
women and girls. A report by NWAC also found that lack of training on violence
against Indigenous women and girls, lack of data within and across provinces, and
weak connections between police forces and Indigenous communities contribute to
the failure of understanding and addressing the human trafficking of and crimes
against Indigenous women and girls in Canada. In practice, officers do not
regularly collect data on race and nationality in Canada, leaving the scope of the
issue ambiguous to government entities and the public.

As a result of the National Inquiry of MMIW, the RCMP now requires officers to
document ethnicity and cultural affinity in all missing persons cases in an effort to
understand overall trends of missing people across race, ethnicity, and gender.
Analysis of the impact on this change has not yet been made available.
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Socioeconomic Disparities

Canada
Housing and Living Conditions
For Indigenous women, housing, homelessness, and safety from violence are all
interrelated. Unstable housing often places women in emergency shelters or forces
them to be homeless, where they may face a greater risk of sexual and gender-
based harassment and violence. Poor living conditions, including precarious
housing, high food costs lead to women and girls searching for alternative and
more dangerous conditions. Due to the scarcity of housing units, inadequate
buildings, and a continual growth in populations, a significant number of
Indigenous women and girls have reported living in overcrowded units. 

A 2006 study found that in domestic trafficking, poverty is a major cause of sexual
exploitation. Girls are forced to move in search of survival opportunities and in the
process risk exploitation and isolation, similar to that of international human
trafficking or organized crime. Launched in 2020, Ontario’s five-year poverty
reduction strategy aims to prioritize women and Indigenous peoples. The plan
includes specific Indigenous-focused and led initiatives and approaches to advance
economic development, prosperity, health and well-being that intend to respect the
diversity of Indigenous communities and cultures. Ontario is collaborating with
Indigenous Program Administrators to deliver housing programs for Indigenous
people living off-reserve. Included in this is the Rural and Urban Indigenous
Housing program, which aims to generate and maintain affordable and rent based
on income housing, to Indigenous and non-Indigenous households across the
province and the Indigenous Supportive Housing Program, which provides housing
assistance and support services to Indigenous people who are homeless or at
imminent risk of homelessness.

Employment and Wages
Unemployment rates among Indigenous women in Canada is approximately
13.5%, nearly double that of non-Indigenous women, which is 6.4%. Inequality and
discrimination has also left women of colour with earnings at approximately 64%
of men’s, while Indigenous women’s earnings sit at roughly 46% of men’s.
Employment is essential to not only the social and economic welfare of a
population, but also important for an individual’s identity, self-respect, and
autonomy. Dispossession has hindered Indigenous communities and peoples in
Canada with "access to the resources and conditions necessary to maximize
socioeconomic status.". This has resulted in higher rates of unemployment, limited
economic opportunities, poor housing, low literacy and educational outcomes, as
well as a lack of community resources to stop the cycle.
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The disparities in labor market outcomes between the on-reserve Indigenous
populations in comparison to the general population are the most striking. The
2011 Survey of Labour and Income Dynamics indicated that just over 17% of
Indigenous people experience low incomes, which is double the percentage for the
rest of the Canadian population. As a result, Indigenous people and families spend
a larger share of their income on the basic necessities including food, shelter and
clothing.

Accessibility of Healthcare Services
Indigenous peoples experience specific barriers related to the accessibility of health
services across regions. However, the challenges are more severe in rural, remote,
and northern communities. The quality of service is also an issue because rural
communities with smaller populations have increased challenges in recruiting and
retaining health professionals–leaving many communities with shortages of
qualified medical staff. Transportation costs and the difficulty of transportation in
remote communities also pose a significant barrier to accessing health care. A
2012 Aboriginal Peoples Survey indicated that 23% of respondents had a regular
medical doctor, while 14% specified unmet health care needs. The most common
reasons given for unmet health care needs was “that the health service was not
available in the area (25%) or at the time required (15%)”. In comparison, in 2019, it
was reported that approximately 85% of the Canadian population had a primary
healthcare provider. 

United States
Housing and Living Conditions
Two centuries of federally sanctioned discrimination have taken a devastating toll
on the economic prospects and wellbeing of Indigenous peoples in Michigan. “Low
income and environmental threats often go hand-in-hand,” according to Dr. Kyle
Whyte, an Indigenous philosopher and climate/environmental justice scholar and
professor at the University of Michigan's School for Environment and Sustainability,
who has written and spoken extensively about the horrific consequences of forced
relocation by the federal government. 

Whyte’s scholarship has shown how Indigenous peoples are even more vulnerable
than other disadvantaged groups because of their reliance on natural resources for
survival. This has led to a multitude of environmental justice and food insecurity
issues that plague Indigenous communities in Michigan to this day. Additionally, a
recent study by a collaboration of American universities found that as a result of
the near-total loss of their tribal lands, Indigenous peoples are forced to live in
areas that, on average, are “more exposed to climate change hazards like extreme
heat and decreased precipitation."
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“We have the highest rates of suicide, drug abuse, alcoholism, unemployment–we
have the greatest need for everything,” said the chair of the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe
of Chippewa Indians. A 2018 report, “Broken Promises,” from the US Civil Rights
Commission, notes that for Native Americans, “they are an underclass reaping the
results of decades of forced removal, assimilation and lack of opportunity, which
has perpetuated a cycle of poverty.”

Housing and Living Conditions
Largely excluded from the broader American workforce for generations, Indigenous
communities already fared poorly in employment levels compared to their non-
Native counterparts when the global pandemic arrived. The US Bureau of Labor
Statistics (housed in the Department of Labor) reported in January of this year that
the jobless rate for Indigenous peoples peaked early in the COVID-19 pandemic at
28.6% in April 2020, nearly double the rate for the total US population. This
difference in magnitude reflects in part the sharp increase at the pandemic’s start
in the unemployment rate for service occupations. Indigenous peoples are more
likely to work in service occupations compared to the broader American labor force.
By contrast, in “white-collar” desk jobs where American Indians and Alaska
Natives are less likely to hold jobs, the unemployment rate was significantly lower.
By December 2021 the rate of unemployment for Indigenous peoples since April
2020 had declined to 7.9%, a figure that remains nearly double the 3.9% rate for
the overall population

Similar patterns of economic distress abound across Indigenous communities.
According to a November 2021 report by the Brookings Institute, “nearly 40% of
the Native American population had their work hours or pay cut over the past year,
significantly higher (+11%) than the overall sample average and all other
subgroups.” Native Americans are slightly less likely (-1%) than Latinos to have
had to either close down their business or self-employment permanently or
temporarily. 

Accessibility of Health Care Services
Coupled with the economic destruction of COVID-19, the pandemic has also had
disproportionately devastating health effects on Indigenous communities.
According to another Brookings study, in some states, the COVID-19 death rate for
Indigenous people is similar to that of white people who are 20 to 30 years older.
This crisis in health equity is again exacerbated by generations of US state and
federal healthcare discrimination directed toward Indigenous peoples, through
persistent underfunding of the Indian Health Service (IHS), as well as outright
racism and exclusion.
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Access to health insurance, a chronic issue for all Americans, remains core to
perpetuating health disparities in Indigenous communities. IHS detailed in 2019
that 16% of Native Americans not served by them in the annual sample reported
that they lost their health insurance over the past year, again higher than all other
racial and ethnic groups. This compounds the fact that Indigenous populations
already had the highest uninsured rate of any population in the country, and
experts believe it will only perpetuate disparities in health outcomes and equity for
Indigenous groups. 

IHS reports that, “American Indians and Alaska Natives born today have a life
expectancy that is 5.5 years less than the US all races population (73.0 years to
78.5 years, respectively). American Indians and Alaska Natives continue to die at
higher rates than other Americans in many categories, including chronic liver
disease and cirrhosis, diabetes mellitus, unintentional injuries, assault/homicide,
intentional self-harm/suicide, and chronic lower respiratory diseases.” Furthermore,
the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of Minority Health
acknowledges that, “American Indians/Alaska Natives frequently contend with
issues that prevent them from receiving quality medical care. These issues include
cultural barriers, geographic isolation, inadequate sewage disposal, and low
income.”

Taken together, the historic and ongoing vast disparities in economic opportunity,
housing, and quality healthcare for Indigenous peoples continues to inhibit their
development potential across nearly every metric.
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Canada
In Ontario, a major human trafficking corridor is along Highway 401. Stretching
from Windsor on the border with Detroit and the US to Montreal, Quebec, the 401
corridor passes through several major population centers, making it a popular
trafficking route. At different points, jurisdiction is shared among various agencies
comprising municipal, provincial, and federal bodies. . 
 
The Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) plays a major role in combatting
human trafficking at the border. Although the ultimate power in investigation rests
with the RCMP. Legislation passed by the Government of Canada relating to
human trafficking includes but is not limited to The Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act, The Protection of Passenger Information Regulations, and multiple
sections of The Criminal Code of Canada. 
 
The Government of Canada released the National Action Plan to Combat Human
Trafficking. The National Action Plan lays out several ways in which the federal
government will respond, including mobilizing the RCMP, Passport Canada, the
Canada Border Services Agency, and Citizenship and Immigration Canada to
develop and enhance partnerships with law enforcement agencies at the
municipal, provincial/territorial, national and international level to share
information. This aims to support the end goal of detecting, investigating and
prosecuting traffickers.

Across Canada, Indigenous women and girls face higher risks of homicide and
violence. Between 2000 and 2008, Indigenous women and girls represented 10%
of all female homicides in Canada, despite representing only 10% of the
population. Recognizing the issue, the Government of Canada announced the
National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls. The final
report encapsulated the participation of more than 2380 people and found that the
Government of Canada committed acts of genocide against First Nations, Inuit,
Metis and 2SLGBTQQIA people via colonial structures including the Indian Act, the
Sixties Scoop, residential schools and breaches of human rights. 

In Ontario, the role of policing on First Nations Reserves may either be under First
Nations Police Forces, or under the control of the Ontario Provincial Police. First
Nations in Ontario were originally policed by the RCMP until the 1960s. The RCMP
began to withdraw policing from communities across Ontario, and ended services
in 1971. After a review by the Government of Canada on the role of policing in
Indigenous communities in 1991, Canada introduced the First Nations Policing
Program (FNPP).

Jurisdictional Challenges 
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The FNPP provides funding for First Nations to establish their own policing service
with agreements between federal and provincial governments and First Nations
communities.. As of 2016, there were 12 FNPP agreements covering 104 First
Nation communities in Ontario. In Ontario, two examples of FNPP agreements
include the Six Nations Regional Policing Agreement, authorizing the Six Nations
Police Service to police Six Nations of the Grand River, and the Nishnawbe-Aski
Police Service Agreement, which authorizes Nishnawbe Aski Police Service to
police 34 First Nations communities across northern Ontario. The Nishnawbe Aski
Police Service is the largest Inidgenous police service in Canada.
 
An Ontario specific agreement is Ontario First Nations Policing Agreement
(OFNPA). Signed in 1992, it gives First Nations a variety of policing models to
choose from. Options include administering their own police force, either regionally
or locally. It also allows a police force to be established with support from the OPP
or other First Nations, or they can choose to be policed by an existing regional or
municipal police service.Today, the OPP provides direct policing to 22 First Nations
in the province, and it provides administrative and operational support for another
18 First Nation communities with their own police forces.
 
Historically, there has been significant conflict between police services and the First
Nations communities they are supposed to protect. In Northern Ontario,
Pikangikum First Nation voted to remove the OPP from their community after
allegations of sexual assault involving OPP members. In Thunder Bay, the local
municipal police force was accused of systemic racism against Indigenous Peoples
in a 2018 report by the Office of the Independent Police Review Director. Among
other findings and recommendations, the report recommended that the cases of
nine murder victims be re-opened. 

United States
Sovereignty over Tribal Perpetrators
The Indian Civil Rights Act states that Indian tribes have criminal jurisdiction over
all Indians, which means that if a crime is committed by a tribal member, that
person can be prosecuted in tribal court. The Indian Civil Rights Act also recognizes
that Indian sovereignty extends across all tribes, which means one tribe can
prosecute a member of another tribe. Furthermore, the 2004 Supreme Court case,
United States vs. Lara established that if a tribal member violates both tribal and
US law, they can be prosecuted under both systems without violating the Double
Jeopardy Clause of the US Constitution. This landmark case upholds that tribal
sovereignty is distinctly separate from US sovereignty.
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The victim must be Indigenous.
The perpetrator must have ties to the tribe (e.g. living or working on
tribal land; being a partner of a member of the tribe or of an Indigenous
person living on tribal land). 
The violence was perpetrated on tribal territory.
The tribe must ensure that the defendant’s rights to a fair trial are
upheld.

 Sovereignty over Non-Indigenous Perpetrators
According to a 2016 National Institute of Justice report, of the American Indian /
Alaska Native women who have experienced sexual violence, 96% of them
experienced it by an interracial perpetrator. Of those who have experienced
physical violence from an intimate partner, 90% have experienced it by an
interracial partner. The statistics on violence committed by non-Indigenous
perpetrators toward Indigenous women are staggering, yet tribes have historically
had no legal right to hold these perpetrators accountable in tribal court, even when
the violence happened on tribal lands (decided in the 1978 Supreme Court case,
Oliphant vs. Suquamish Indian Tribe).
 
The 2013 reauthorization of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) expanded
tribal sovereignty regarding gender-based violence by allowing tribal courts to
prosecute non-Indigenous perpetrators of domestic violence (as well as
perpetrators of dating violence and violators of criminal protection orders) as long
as the following conditions are met:
 

 
There are many limitations to the 2013 VAWA reauthorization. Most notably, it
does not cover other gender-based violence crimes such as sexual assault,
stalking, and human trafficking. Furthermore, it does not cover crimes against
children or against tribal officers. So, if a domestic violence incident involves a child
or if a tribal official was injured while apprehending a perpetrator, neither situation
would be permissible to be tried in tribal court.

Implementing the 2013 VAWA provisions is also challenging, especially as it
pertains to detaining perpetrators. Under law, perpetrators could be housed in
facilities operated and funded by the BIA, facilities operated by the tribes and
funded either by the tribes or by BIA, or private or county facilities contracted out to
the tribes and paid for by either BIA or tribal funds. A National Congress of
American Indians (NCAI) report on the impact of the 2013 VAWA revealed that
there were disputes with local BIA officials over whether non-Indigenous inmates
could be housed in BIA facilities, despite the language of VAWA. Tribes that
wanted to utilize their expanded powers often found themselves arguing with
these officials over their legal authority.
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Another issue tribes run into is the provision of health insurance to non-Indigenous
inmates. BIA funded facilities rely on the IHS for health care, but non-Indigenous
inmates do not qualify. There have not been any appropriated funds from Congress
for the provision of health care to non-Indigenous inmates in BIA facilities, so there
is dispute at the local level on who should be paying for it. For inmates in tribal-
funded facilities, the tribes would foot the cost for health care, which could be
prohibitively expensive. The NCAI report references how the Eastern Band of
Cherokee Indians had to pay more than $60,000 in health care costs because one
of their non-Indigenous inmates had extensive medical needs.
 
The challenges of implementation, in addition to the limited scope of the law, may
contribute to why, as of the publication of the NCAI report in 2018, only 18 of the
over 500 federally recognized tribes were known to be exercising their authority to
prosecute domestic violence cases against non-Indigenous offenders. 
 
Current Advocacy Efforts
VAWA was up for reauthorization in 2019, but has yet to be passed by Congress.
Advocates are pushing for the reauthorization to expand tribal jurisdiction to
include sexual violence, sex trafficking, stalking, obstruction of justice, and assault
of a law enforcement or corrections officer. Republicans under the Trump
Administration were resistant to passing the proposed reauthorization bill. The
Biden Administration is supportive of the bill. Biden also issued an executive order
in November 2021 to increase Federal law enforcement coordination with tribal
governments to address violence against Indigenous peoples.
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